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Abstract—This paper presents a review of the negative 

sequence-based protection relays development and their 

applications on electrical power networks and discusses the 

related challenges. Recent power system requires selective, 

reliable, rapid fault detection and clearance mechanisms 

especially for the transmission line networks, which are highly 

exposed to environmental incidents. Most of the negative 

sequence protection techniques and recent challenges are 

discussed in this paper.  
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I. INTRODUCTION

he continued development of the power system makes it
very complex and challenging where the network has

become more demanding for reliability, and a high level of 
power quality. Developments like smart grid and microgrid 
have led to the introduction of new guides and standards for 
control and protection to reduce undesirable power system 
failures. Power system instability can be initiated by simple 
faults or by high load. This can result in power oscillations or 
islanding [1]. As a result, many techniques have been used to 
protect the power system and keep it operating with a 
balanced three-phase sinusoidal at steady-state condition. 
There are some events that can cause unbalanced operations 
including trees in contact with a conductor, a lightning strike, 
or pendulous power line. This unbalanced system was 
complicated to analyze until 1913, when Fortescue developed 
a new theory based on analyzing each of the unbalanced 
three-phase voltage or current systems into their symmetrical 
components. This theory was used to solve and understand 
the unbalanced operation conditions of a normally balanced 
system and the influence of voltage and current harmonics 
[2]. 

There are three symmetrical components for each voltage 
or current phasor, i.e. positive, negative, and zero sequence 
components. They are mathematical components 
representing the actual voltage and current in unbalanced 
systems. These components represent the order of rotation of 
any of the three phases [3].  

Protection relays have been developed to use these 
symmetrical components in analyzing all faults types. 
Engineers found that relays based on positive sequence 
measurement give good indications for the balance fault, and 
the zero sequence relays have accurately indicated the ground 
faults. However, with the protection devices developments, 
negative sequence relays became more familiar to the power 
system community. Relays based on negative sequence 
component quantities can detect all unbalanced fault types, 

especially line-line faults which are considered as the 
common events in power systems, in addition to more 
advantages will be reviewed later in this paper.  

II. NEGATIVE SEQUENCE PROTECTION OVERVIEW

Negative sequence Protection (NSP) is a protection
scheme used to protect the power system element by means 
of negative sequence component. It was first introduced in 
protection as a negative sequenced overcurrent relay around 
1950s [4]. Since then, researchers and protection engineers 
have noted the high sensitivity of the NSP towards 
unbalanced faults. NSP has been used with almost all the 
power system elements but especially generators and motors 
[5]. It also has been adapted for use with mainly overcurrent, 
differential and distance relays. Reference [4] described the 
analysis of an electrical system with all types of asymmetrical 
faults (line-ground, line-line, and line-line-ground). After 
analyzing the unbalanced system to its equivalent sequence 
components, it has been found that the negative sequence 
component gives a good indication for the ground type faults 
as does the zero sequence. However, the negative sequence 
component gives a better indication of line-line faults, where 
these faults are one of the main causes of the negative 
sequence component in the system. NSPs are designed to 
have an embedded filter circuit that only activates when 
unsymmetrical faults occur. This negative sequence filter 
circuit was difficult to apply with earlier protection devices 
but, with numerical relays, it became more simple. Fig. 1 
shows an example of a negative sequence filter with an 
electromechanical relay [6]. 

Fig. 1. Negative-sequence filter in an electromechanical relay, retrieved 

from [6]  

This design shows that the output of the filter is 
proportional to the three-phase input current, this filter is only 
responsive to the negative component with nil output of 
positive (the balanced condition) and zero components. A 
zero component filter was then developed and used for its 
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effectiveness with ground fault, faults that occur between one 
or two lines and the ground. It is much simpler than the 
negative one because the sequence element has zero phase 
shifting. The revolution in power electronic technology has 
resulted in making relays more functional and able to analyze 
all sequence components accurately and easily.  

Fig. 2. Sequence quantities in a numerical relay, retrieved from [6] 

In power system, basically, relays are connected to 
current transformers (CT) or voltage transformer (VT) to 
provide a suitable value of voltage and current measurement 
for the protection device. Reference [7] illustrated that when 
the secondary circuit of the instrument device failed due to a 
broken neutral, the filter in the relay will not be able to 
measure the zero sequence component. However, the 
negative sequence will be measured and will activate the 
relay trip. In addition, the negative sequence component 
measurement is not affected by the mutually coupled line 
currents [5]. Negative sequence-based protection made a very 
useful addition to the already established protection 
techniques when it became easier to implement in the modern 
digital relays.  

A. Negative sequence protection for generator protection

Negative sequence protection is needed for generators
because of probable damage caused by unbalanced currents 
resulting from unbalanced load conditions. ANSI standards 
allow negative sequence current 𝐼2 of 5-10% in generators
with short time limits defined as (𝐼2

 ) 
2t [7]. Unbalanced

currents causes the negative sequence component of current 
in the stator of the generator to rise [8]. These unbalanced 
conditions result in heating of the rotor that leads to 
mechanical stress on the rotating components due to induced 
double frequency currents caused by these negative sequence 
currents [7]. The negative sequence current produces an 
additional counter flux that rotates at synchronous speed in 
the opposite direction to the rotor. As a solution for that 
possible damage, a static negative sequence time overcurrent 
relay was developed to directly sense the negative sequence 
current component that might cause overheating in the 
generator rotor [4]. Reference [7] showed a detailed structure 
of the negative sequence overcurrent relay. The negative 
sequence current components have serious effects on the 
supersynchronous resonance of turbine blades, so that [8] 
suggested using Static VAr Compensator (SVC) to reduce or 
block the negative sequence current at generator terminals. 
This method could be considered the most suitable via 
blocking the negative sequence current; as long as the 
compensation circuit is guaranteed to operate only during 
unbalanced events and with very well designed harmonic 
filters. Reference [9] tried to use a directional relay to detect 
generators’ inner asymmetrical fault based on negative 

sequence voltage and current components. The research 
showed it to be a highly sensitive and secure scheme with 
only theoretical solution for the harmonic and oscillation 
issue.  

The revolution of renewable energy for reducing the 
greenhouse gas emissions led the power system community 
to introduce new generation techniques such as wind turbines 
as the most promising renewable energy technology. These 
new generators have challenges regarding their security, 
where significantly rapid protection is needed to avoid 
destroying the converters’ elements under fault conditions 
and to avoid islanding implications [10]. Reference [11] 
shows that wind turbines need a scheme to control the 
negative-sequence efforts. The highest negative sequence 
quantity produced in a wind turbine generator usually is 
during line-line faults, which are considered as the most 
serious scenario regarding the fault ride-through code 
standards.  

B. Negative sequence protection for transformers protection

Transformers, like any other element in the power system,
need a sensitive fault detection device. A transformer’s health 
is usually affected by loading beyond nameplate rating, 
external faults, over excitation due to eddy currents and 
external system conditions. All these result in rising 
temperature of the windings and coils leading to weakening 
the integrity of the winding or severe damage in some cases. 

 Differential relays are commonly used as an overall 
protection device for transformers. These relays are designed 
to solve the problems of second harmonic generated by inrush 
current and CT saturation, either by adding an 
instantaneously tripping differential current to the original 
harmonic restraint differential protection [10] or by 
cancelling the second harmonic restraint by a low voltage 
criteria [12]. However, [11] states that the differential relay 
fails to detect a fault in about 3% of fault events due to 
harmonic distortion caused by fault currents and by CT 
saturation under fault, so that many researchers propose 
methods based on symmetrical components to overcome such 
issues. 

The negative sequence element according to [13]–[15] is 
sensitive, secure and independent of load. It enhances the 
discrimination reliability between internal (in phase) and 
external (out of phase) faults of the existing differential 
protection even with low-level turn-to-turn faults. This 
negative sequence filter is embedded with transformer’s 
protection scheme and is hardly affected by harmonic 
distortion under the DC bias of the protected transformer 
[16]. Reference [14] also showed that using negative 
sequence current based differential overrides the long delay 
time and unwanted operation under external faults whilst 
increasing the sensitivity to internal faults. Reference [14] 
indicated that embedded negative elements are able to detect 
faults across up to 10 % of transformer winding turns, while 
the traditional relay can detect faults only for 2% of  the 
transformer windings. 

However, [15] shows that the differential relay based NSP 
is a little bit less sensitive than that based on space vector 
protection in 14%  of the internal fault (low level fault) 
scenario, while both protection types are similar regarding 
heavy faults.  
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Reference [10] suggested using a negative sequence 
power-based differential protection to cancel the second 
harmonic generated during internal faults and avoid the long 
delay time; this cannot be achieved with traditional 
differential relays. Reference [16] suggested an approach 
based on calculating the difference between the primary of 
CT1 and secondary of CT2 current negative component. This 
method is less affected by CT saturation, and magnetizing 
inrush.  

Reference [17] discussed the effect of a single phasing 
fault on the primary of transformers used to serve rural loads 
that are protected by fuses. The latter suggests using negative 
sequence-based overvoltage relays to detect the low voltage 
drop occurring due to a fuse blowing in the primary; this is 
quite similar to the technology used with large synchronous 
machines in industrial applications. This type of fault will not 
cause the feeders’ circuit breakers to trip unless the unbalance 
current is enough to make the ground relays operate.  

NSP relays highly advanced the principle of transformer 
protection to solve or at least to mitigate many reliability 
problems faced by power transformers, especially low-level 
turn-to-turn faults.  

C. Negative sequence protection in distribution network

protection

Recently there have been some radical changes in
distribution networks due to load types and the transition to 
smart grid in addition to the new technology of distributed 
generation (DG). These changes together began affecting the 
use of conventional overcurrent relays because of diminished 
fault current levels. 

NSP-based overcurrent relays (OCR) provide faster and 
more sensitive operation than the ordinary phase overcurrent 
elements for the same disturbance that might occur in the 
network. Reference [18] suggested using NSP depends on 
current measurement but, unlike the traditional OCR, the 
pickup current is less than load levels. Coordinating the 
modified microprocessors relays (as a negative sequence 
OCR) with the conventional ones became a necessity. 
Reference [18] set out some guidelines for coordination with 
downstream relays in a radial distribution network. These 
guidelines are based on considering the negative sequence 
overcurrent element equivalent to the conventional one. Then 
the thresholds are set based on that assumption. The current 

setting of the traditional OCR then should multiply by √3 to 
convert it to the negative sequence quantity in terms of 3𝐼2.
The time delay, curve type and time dial set of the traditional 
OCR remains the same with no need for any conversion 
factor. 

Reference [19] suggested to measure the ratio of the 
negative sequence current to the positive component to 
identify faults in radial feeders; the study showed that the 
ratio value would increase when the fault is closer to the 
measuring device.  

Another advantage of using NSP in the modern network 
is anti-islanding protection of DGs in the system due to its 
large threshold window compared to conventional methods 
used previously as detailed in [20]. Reference [21] discussed 
using the negative sequence voltage to detect an islanding 
situation. With this method, negative sequence voltage 
damping pattern will be needed to reduce the capacitor and 
parallel line switching issues. This negative sequence 

technique for DG islanding detection is more reliable when 
negative sequence voltage will be considered during 
islanding period. Reference [20] used negative sequence 
impedance for anti-islanding protection in less than 4 cycles 
with a wide impedance threshold window. Reference [22] 
emphasized the idea that pilot differential protection is the 
best with respect to feeder protection in a network with 
embedded DGs, however, the reliability of this method could 
be enhanced by using a negative sequence directional 
element with it. All above references make suggestions on 
how to deal with short circuit fault current using NSP.  

Reference [17] demonstrated a method on how to catch 
an open circuit fault based on voltage negative sequence 
measurement instead of relying on customer complaints. This 
method detects the voltage abnormality in two or three phases 
that the relays downstream are unable to sense due to absence 
of current. This is applicable to broken conductor and 
transformer blown fuse issues as mentioned earlier.  

The inverter-interfaced DGs in distribution networks has 
another issue regarding protection due to their current 
limitation characteristic. Thus, the traditional relays will not 
operate accurately for their limited fault level. To improve 
inverter-interfaced DG protection scheme [23] suggests using 
a negative-sequence control structure for inverter-interfaced 
DGs using NSP.  

D. Negative sequence techniques with transmission lines

TLs are considered as the one element of the power
system components having the highest fault occurrence due 
to their exposure to the environmental events, for instance, 
lightning, storms, and insulation failure. Many protection 
schemes used with this network are based on considering 
factors such as the model of the line, the instrument 
transformers, communication, and whether the measurements 
synchronize or not. Reference [24] illustrated  the progress of 
the protection technologies used with TL, and the algorithms 
usually used or proposed for faults’ precise location.  

Zero-sequence based differential relays are usually used 
as a backup protection for the TL due to their accuracy in 
detecting ground faults, and the ability to be fed to a 
measuring unit directly. Technological progress in 
microprocessor relays offered the chance to have a more 
reliable protection scheme using embedded negative 
sequence filters in relays.  

The negative sequence component is quite similar to the 
zero component regarding detecting system abnormality. 
However, it seems that differential protection based on the 
negative sequence component has more advantages over the 
one based on zero component, where the former is sensitive 
to all unsymmetrical faults types while the latter senses only 
ground faults [25]. The other advantage of the negative 
sequence current components over zero sequence current 
component is that mutually coupled parallel line currents do 
not influence the measurement and only the three-phase 
currents are used as inputs (the neutral current is not needed) 
[5]. Reference [14] highlighted the advantage of having a line 
differential protection with a negative element, where the 
sensitivity of the differential relay increases due to removing 
the load effect from the differential relay constraint signals. 
In addition it is less affected by the line charging current. 

Distance relaying is the most common used relay with 
high and extra high voltage (EHV) transmission and sub-



transmission lines due to the high-speed fault clearance 
compared to differential and overcurrent relays. This relay is 
based on measuring the impedance, which is proportional to 
the electrical distance between relay and fault location; and 
then compares it with the threshold impedance to decide 
which switch to trip. Under heavy load conditions, the 
conventional distance relay may not be able to identify the 
faulty zone. It became a necessity to find a solution that is not 
affected by load conditions, long distance lines, large 
capacitive currents and line distributed parameters. Reference 
[26] reported that long distance factor with bulk lines
requirements can be mitigated by using relays based on
traveling wave, and suggested the idea of using negative
sequence current components distance relay based on
Bergeron line model. The suggested technique will operate
only under unbalanced system faults irrespective of the load
conditions and system fluctuations with a high reliability both
inside and outside protection zones.

With the development of communication strategies 
between protection devices, the pilot protection based on 
negative sequence components is used widely. However, this 
technology faced some issues regarding the open-phase faults 
in EHV TLs. Reference [27] studied the effectiveness of the 
pilot protection with an open circuit fault in EHV TLs. This 
algorithm was based on resolving load voltage into negative 
voltage components when an open phase fault occurs. This 
algorithm improved the sensitivity and selectivity of the 
protection device to be used as TL main protection. 

There have not been so many papers published on using 
negative sequence current protection techniques for TL in the 
last 20 years. However, there has been some research done 
on using negative sequence elements algorithms to locate 
faults in transmission networks [28]–[30]. Most of the 
proposed methods were based on using negative sequence 
voltage in a fault location algorithm to avoid causes 
mentioned earlier, assuming that the fault was already 
detected. Reference [31] suggested using synchronized 
negative voltage components from two–ended double line 
circuits by comparing their magnitude at both ends of the line. 
The main effective feature of this method was that there was 
no need to do any pre-fault calculation, fault classification or 
fault resistance estimation. The author of [31] tried to modify 
his algorithm to be able to detect the fault using voltage and 
current measurements and to locate the fault using only the 
negative voltage component [28]. Reference [29] developed 
the previous algorithm to be suitable to a lumped and PI line 
models, but this time with unsynchronized negative voltage 
measurement and the shunt capacitance calculated along the 
TL. The latter algorithm still gives a reliable result with less 
percentage error. Reference [30] examined using the same 
algorithm of negative voltage elements with three different 
scenarios: single circuit line, single circuit linked to double 
circuit line and the double circuit line respectively in a T-
connection network. The latter study tried to overcome the 
issues of locating a fault precisely in a three terminal, T-
connected system, with synchronized or unsynchronized 
measurements and under different fault resistances. The error 
percentage of this method is 85% less than those in [32], [33]. 

III. TRANSMISSION LINE PROTECTION CHALLENGES

In spite of all the aforementioned, TL network protection
still has some challenges due to factors, such as: 

A. DC offset and CT saturation

Most of the protection relays used with TL use phasor 
quantities of voltage and current, where their calculation 
could be complex due to exponential decay offset DC. This 
will lead to the fault current being unsymmetrical during the 
first few cycles. The extent of this asymmetry depends on the 
fault point on the voltage waveform. Before DC offset decays 
and when fault current passes through, CT saturation will 
occur and when DC offset disappears the CT will return to its 
normal operation condition. 

Since most of the relays used with TLs are current-based, 
the CT saturation current will affect the current magnitude 
and may cause a tripping delay time as mentioned earlier. 
CTs, like any transformer, have two coils; primary and 
secondary. The ratio between the two coils’ windings of a CT 
might result in saturation current in the secondary side of the 
transformer during heavy fault event; this in turn leads to 
relay maloperation [34]. The high fault current prevents the 
CT from sending an appropriate signal to the relay, where the 
relay responds to only low proportional secondary current 
during acute faults. Although upstream relays used in the TL 
network with a high CT ratio might measure the fault current 
more accurately and trip, the selectivity of the protected zone 
will be lost due to the low ratio CT saturation [35].  

Many algorithms and methods have been proposed by 
academic research and industry to prevent or mitigate the CT 
saturation issue. The first idea is to increase the size of the 
secondary core to be able to handle high fault current, but this 
solution is unreliable due to the high cost of manufacture and 
of replacing all existing CTs. Reference [36] suggested 
injecting a secondary circuit exponential decaying DC, but 
this did not work for all decaying DC levels. Reference [37] 
argued that a compensation algorithm could solve this 
problem, where the algorithm will sense the saturation as 
soon as possible and then estimate the magnetization current 
or the core flux during the fault. The exact secondary current 
will then be calculated by combining the measured secondary 
current and the magnetization current. Reference [38] noted 
that this compensation algorithm method has a negative side 
that assumes “the residual flux to be zero or known”. 
However, [39] discussed using the compensation algorithm 
with neural networks by providing a CT inverse function. 
Reference [8] argued that the neutral CT with its lower ratio 
(to calculate zero and negative sequence current) provides 
greater sensitivity than higher ratio phase CTs.  

B. Renewable energy source control effects

Most of the new generation mix in power systems are
renewables such as wind turbines and photovoltaic solar cells 
connected in both the generation and distribution sides of the 
network. These resources are usually interfaced by power 
electronic elements. The low thermal inertia of these 
elements results in limiting the current flow through them. 
This limit made the inverter-based resources (IBR) 
contribution to fault current very low compared to 
conventional AC synchronous generators. The high 
penetration of these IBRs in distribution network caused a 
topical issue from the protection perspective, since the 
majority of the protection schemes are designed to activate 
under high fault current [40].  

This issue is not associated only with distribution side of 
the system due to microgrid development, it also affects TL 
connected to large-scale wind turbine farms and solar cell 
plants. Many countries have introduced standards and codes 
to improve their power system reliability. Reference [41] 



discussed the effect of the wind farm control devices on 
negative sequence current during fault events and hence the 
protection device accuracy. Reference [42] reported that the 
controls of wind turbines might reduce or even eliminate the 
effect of the fault negative current component to comply with 
grid code, which interferes with protection device 
functionality. The design of inverter control could distort the 
current waveform causing high harmonic distortion. In 
comparison to traditional synchronous generators, the 
harmonics resulting from IBRs may result in unpredicted 
phase shifts both in angle and magnitude. Many algorithms 
have been proposed to use with different protection relays 
such as using distance relay with an inverse time admittance 
characteristic [43]. This approach had the disadvantage of 
having a long period tripping time in addition to the reduced 
accuracy due to the current transient and DC decaying 
magnitude when a fault occurred. References [44]–[46] 
proposed using OCR based on symmetrical components with 
a directional element. The difficulty of considering all 
contingencies and scenarios for the relay settings made 
overcurrent schemes unsuitable for distribution networks 

anymore. 

C. Zero-sequence mutual coupling

This might be considered to be the most common problem
in double circuit TL. TLs might be parallel, supported by the 
same tower or may share the same side of the way. All these 
situations could cause some mutual coupling between lines 
affecting the ground current measured by a protective relay. 
As a result, apparent impedance calculations will be affected 
by the current flowing in the parallel TL [47].  

Since most of the modern protection relays are based on 
symmetrical component in fault analysis, it is worth 
mentioning that the positive and negative sequences coupling 
between parallel lines have a very small effect, almost 
negligible, on protection relays’ operation. Zero sequence 
mutual coupling, on the other hand, has a great effect on the 
parallel lines or a double circuit line from protection 
perspective since its amount is equal to 70% of the line zero 
impedance [48]. The ground directional elements of the 
overcurrent and distance protection relays are the most 
affected by this magnetic phenomenon as they deal with zero 
sequence directional elements. 

 Reference [49] explained that having a negative 
sequence based directional element with protection relay 
instead of zero sequence ones helps to eliminate the mutual 
coupling effect on the relay’s operation. Differential relays 
showed a good sensitivity to these faults regardless of the 
zero mutual coupling impedance particularly with double 
circuit TLs having jumper across the similar phases [49], [50] 
but it required a fast communication link and a remote backup 
protection, which is quite difficult [47]. 

TABLE I: references regarding paper’s items 

Item References 

NSP with rotating machines [7] – [11] 

NSP with transformers [12] – [17] 

NSP with distribution feeders [18] – [23] 

NSP with transmission lines [24] – [33] 

Current transformers issue [34] – [39] 

Renewable energy source control devices 
effect issue 

[40] – [46] 

Zero current mutual coupling issue [47-50] 

IV. CONCLUSION

Most of the traditional protection techniques used with 
high voltage TLs are accurate to some extent, especially with 
the implementation of digital relays and symmetrical 
component protection practice. However, issues start to 
develop due to the high penetration of renewable energy 
sources in the power system. In this paper, different schemes 
based on the negative sequence component were reviewed. 
Some issues and challenges of using current-based protection 
schemes for transmission networks must be solved. It is 
highly recommended to modify the settings of the existing 
protection schemes or devise a new protection scheme to 
improve the fault detection and location accuracy to save the 
system equipment from damage and to reduce power 
interruptions.  
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